230 (200) a Calculated at the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level. Bond lengths are in angstrom and bond angles are in degrees. b Barrier at linearity on the equilibrium FCN deformation potential curve is 267 cm -1 . c r e (N≡C)=1.161 Å, α(NCC)=180.0º.
d r e (CH)=1.091 Å, α(HCC)=110.4º. e Total energy in a.u. f Dipole moment in Debye.
g Rotational constants in GHz. h The N-Se bond dissociation energy in kJ mol -1 (∆G 0K ); calculated by taking the difference between the ZPE corrected total energy of nitrile selenide and the sum of ZPE corrected total energies of nitrile and singlet selenium atom. In the unimolecular decomposition process the extrusion of singlet selenium atom is the 'spin-allowed' process. ∆G°2 98K values are in parenthesis.
3 
Figure S2
Multistep cyclodimerisation of nitrile selenides to 1,2,5-selenadiazole-2-selenide (sfur). Gibbs free energies are relative to that of the two monomers. Calculated at the MR-AQCC(2,2)//(U)B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level.
Figure S3
Multistep cyclodimerisation of nitrile selenides to 1,2,3,6-diselenadiazines (ss). Gibbs free energies are relative to that of the two monomers. Calculated at the MR-AQCC(2,2)//(U)B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level.
Cartesian coordinates (in Å) of calculated structures
Calculated at the (U)B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level. , 0.000000, 0.000000, 0.280614 N, 0.000000, 0.000000, 1.430247 H, 0.000000, 1.022343, -1.550667 H, -0.885375, -0.511171, -1.550667 H, 0.885375, -0.511171, -1.550667 HCCH H, 0.000000, 0.000000, 1.659598 C, 0.000000, 0.000000, 0.597998 C, 0.000000, 0.000000, -0.597998 H, 0.000000, 0.000000, -1.659598 FCCF F, 0.000000, 0.000000, 1.877146 C, 0.000000, 0.000000, 0.591778 C, 0.000000, 0.000000, -0.591778 F, 0.000000, 0.000000, -1.877146 H 2 CCH 2 C, 0.000000, 0.000000, 0.662025 C, 0.000000, 0.000000, -0.662025 H, 0.000000, 0.920761, 1.231349 H, 0.000000, -0.920761, -1.231349 H, 0.000000, -0.920761, 1.231349 H, 0.000000, 0.920761, -1.231349 H 3 CCCCH 3 C, 0.000000, 0.000000, 2.057181 C, 0.000000, 0.000000, 0.600477 C, 0.000000, 0.000000, -0.600477 C, 0.000000, 0.000000, -2.057181 H, 0.000000, 1.017851, 2.451866 H, -0.881485, -0.508926, 2.451866 H, 0.881485, -0.508926, 2.451866 H, 0.000000, 1.017851, -2.451866 H, 0.881485, -0.508926, -2.451866 H, -0.881485, -0.508926, -2.451866 FHCCHF C, -0.331439, 0.570498, 0.000000 C, 0.331439, -0.570498, 0.000000 F, 0.331439, 1.740376, 0.000000 F, -0.331439, -1.740376, 0.000000 H, -1.407181, 0.665092, 0. 
